
Solution Brief

Total Cost of Ownership SaaS vs. On-premise
How CyGlass Cloud-Native SaaS NDR lowers Total Cost of Ownership

It is said that one dollar spent on a SaaS solution is 
equivalent to spending three dollars on an on-premise 
solution.(a) That ratio holds true for a TCO calculation 
that compares on-premise legacy NDR tools with 
CyGlass, a cloud-native SaaS NDR tool that delivers 
three-year cost savings of just under £500K.

TCO Example

The TCO comparison tracks a deployment at a 
medium size business with four office locations and 
1200 employees. The organisation operates a 
traditional network, servers, and data center, runs 
VMware, Microsoft Azure Cloud, Active Directory, 
and a complete set of M365 applications.

Legacy NDR is an on-premise based solution that 
taps, mirrors, and sends network traffic to multiple 
appliances.(b) The appliance deployment model is 
repeated for each location or subnet.

With four office locations, a data center, and a 
VMware environment, the example deployment 
requires eight hardware appliances and eight hardware 
network taps for a legacy NDR tool. All AI analysis is 
done within the appliances, leaving cloud data outside 
the AI engine. Some legacy vendors have chosen to 
handle cloud data in a different environment – leaving 
no ability to correlate threats; others funnel cloud data 
to on-premise appliances solving the correlations 
problem but further increasing hardware and storage 
costs.

A cloud-native deployment eliminates all the hardware 
requirements as it collects header, Netflow, and packet 
data via native hardware collection or virtual collectors 
deployed in routers, switches, or virtual environments.

Cost Savings Hardware Vs. Cloud

The costs associated with purchasing the hardware 
taps and appliances add £61,000.(b) Implementation 
costs include receiving, unpacking, and stacking the 
hardware, rewiring the network to create the taps, 
tuning the data captures and flows to optimize 
appliance operations, tunning, developing policies and 
reports.(c)  These costs add £67,000 and are calculated 
based on time and labor rates.

The on-premise solution includes additional licensing 
for virtual sensors to cover VM environments adding 
£6700 of increased cost.(d)  The total cost of deploying 
the legacy solution is just over £210K. Labor costs for 
the deployment in year one are included in the 
implementation costs.

The CyGlass deployment runs just over £60,000 with 
implementation costs cover labor for modifying 
firewall and network switches to push data securely to 
the CyGlass NDaaS Cloud. 

- Four office locations
- 1200 Users
- 4800 IP Addresses

- VMware
- M365/Azure

- Eight appliances
- Eight Network Taps
- Virtual Sensors

Deployment Model Comparison

Legacy Appliance Deployment Model
- Separate Cloud deployment
- Separate threat correlation

- Native Netflow
- Virtual Sensors

Cloud Deployment Model

- Integrated Cloud
- Unified threat correlation
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Training costs include six 1-hour monthly 
deployment reviews with our customer success team. 
All other expenses (virtual sensors, reports, policy 
creation, etc.) are included in the subscription fee.

The cost savings of deploying a cloud-native SaaS 
solution are substantial in both money and time. It is 
reported that hardware procurement is running six 
months behind schedule. After arriving and being 
installed, it is not unusual for a customer to need 
three more months to tap, get data flowing and tune 
the Legacy NDR system.(e) CyGlass time to value in 
most cases is less than 30 minutes.

A Correlation Problem

Legacy NDR utilizes an appliance-based AI engine. 
This deployment can be advantageous for security-
sensitive organisations in intelligence and defense, but it 
creates a threat correlation problem. 

In a hybrid environment, cloud systems must be 
protected; combining data streams of network traffic 
and cloud traffic (VNet/VPC), correlating events, and 
finding threats are problematic. Either run all the cloud 
traffic on-premise or attach a VPN to your network 
and run network data to the vendor's Cloud AI engine, 
which is already ingesting Cloud traffic. 

On-premise AI adds extra costs for storage and 
hardware, while using the vendor's Cloud AI engine 
means all those appliances you are supporting just lost 
a lot of value.

A 100% cloud-native deployment eliminates the 
correlation issue.

Operating Costs

In the TCO calculation, each solution runs over three 
years. The initial year costs are captured in the purchase 
and deployment numbers, and ongoing operational 
costs are captured in years two and three. The 
operational costs for a legacy NDR tool is as follows:

• Subscriptions costs: The total subscription cost at 
purchase was $£226,000, and the actual costs are 
captured at $£75,600 each year.

• Headcount and staffing: Customers report that 
Legacy NDR requires a dedicated staff of between 
one to six FTEs. A 1200-user deployment is 
relatively small, so one FTE cost is applied(f).

• Data storage: Legacy NDR collects packet and 
Netflow information on-premise, so the data must 
be stored locally. The cost of £60/TB is assigned in 
the TCO calculation.

• Energy: As with any on-premise appliance, there is 
a cost to powering the systems. Two appliances are 
deployed with four network taps. The price is the 
eight devices, running 24x7 at £.019 per kWh.(g)

The three-year TCO for operating legacy NDR is 
£641,424.

TCO Assumptions
- four office locations
- One Appliance per physical location
- 4 Network Taps
- 1200 Users
- 4800 IP Addresses
- M365/AD all users
- Labor rate $125/hr.
- Storage Cost £60/TB
- Energy kwh £00.19
- 1 FTE Equivalent
- Fully loaded FTE cost is £150,000
- Labor cost £125 per hour

TCO Legacy Appliance Based 
Solution

CyGlass Cloud-
Native SaaS 

Solution

Annual Subscription Fee £75,600 £58,800

Implementation Costs £50,400 £420

Training £0 £840

Initial Appliance Cost £37,800 £0

Appliance Installation £16,800 £0

Virtual Sensors £6,720 £0
Network Taps (4) £23,520 £0
Initial Costs Total £210,840 £60,060

Ongoing costs (Yr. 2&3)

Annual Subscription Fee £151,200 £117,600

Headcount/Staff £252,000 £0

Data Storage £24,360 £0

Energy £3,024 £0
Total £430,584 £117,600
3 Year TCO £641,424 £177,660

Total Savings (3 Yr.) £463,764
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Notes

1. Time to value metrics vary greatly with on-premise NDR. Due to the ongoing supply chain crisis, hardware, especially 
network taps, are back ordered  for weeks and months. Delays do to staffing shortages are also becoming a major 
problem in standing up new hardware. Reports as long as 6 months to stand up hardware are being reported.(c)

2. Organisations with multiple locations will see a significant TCO increase when deploying appliance based NDR tools. 
Additional hardware, network taps, installation and tuning will be required for each physical location.

3. Subscription prices are set to list price so create an apples to apples comparison. Discounts will vary for 15% to upwards 
of 50% for large deals, but relative price between both platform will remain close.

4. FTE resource costs are likely understated as the most useful cybersecurity resources for optimizing the value of an NDR 
platform are threat hunters and forensic cyber experts. Due to the limited numbers of these experts available for hire, 
fully loaded FTE costs likely exceed £200,000.(f)
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Here are the operational costs for CyGlass:

• Subscriptions costs: The total subscription cost at purchase was £176,400, and the actual costs are captured at 
£58,800 each year.

• Headcount and staffing: CyGlass customers report that no new headcount is required to operate the NDaaS 
platform. NDaaS AI automation and ease of use offset the need for dedicated FTEs.

• Data storage: The CyGlass NDaaS Platform is deployed in an AWS instance. 45 days of data storage is securely 
maintained within the platform and is included in the subscription costs.

• Energy: CyGlass taps existing firewalls, routers, cloud instances, and uses API calls to collect AD data. No hardware 
is deployed, so there are no energy costs.

The three-year TCO for CyGlass is £177.660. The initial deployment savings for CyGlass is £150,780, while the three-
year TCO savings is £463,746.

Conclusion

As described in the opening, a cloud-native SaaS deployment offers a 3 to 1 value advantage over an on-premise 
deployment, and that ratio holds true in this TCO comparison. The benefits of deploying on-premise appliances no 
longer make business sense for any organisation. At the same time, the cost savings of deploying a cloud-native SaaS 
NDR solution like CyGlass, especially for small and medium-sized organisations, is apparent. With CyGlass, there is 
now a compelling business reason for small and medium organisations to add critical NDR capabilities to their 
cybersecurity program. 
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